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Abstract— Currently organizations are looking 

forward to make a shift towards digital transformation 

which includes adaption of  technologies cloud 

computing and virtualization. The demand for 

containers are constantly growing in virtualization area  

since they cause fundamentally less overhead than 

Virtual Machines,the old hypervisor based counterparts 

while having better performance.But containers have 

security issues as they interact directly with hosts kernel 

which makes attackers to easily enter into a host system. 

Present security methods based on the implementation 

of Mandatory Access Control rules,which permits only 

needed functions.However this needs indetail knowledge 

about container working and manual intervention to 

install. To overcome these limitations, we present 

Docker-sec,user-friendly mechanism for the protection 

of Docker containers throughout their lifetime via the 

enforcement of access policies that correspond to the 

anticipated (and legitimate) activity of the applications 

they enclose. Docker-sec employs two mechanisms:(a) 

Upon container creation, it constructs an initial, static 

setof access rules based on container configuration 

parameters;(b) During container runtime, the initial set 

is enhanced withadditional rules that further restrict 

the container’s capabilities, reflecting the actual 

application operations. Through a richinteraction with 

our system the audience will experience firsthandhow 

Docker-sec can successfully protect containers from 

zero-day vulnerabilities in an automatic manner, with 

minimal overhead on the application performance. 

Keywords— Virtualization,Security,container,Docker-
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the most recent years, Cloud registering has 
beaten conventional on-premise conditions as a 
methods for executing applications or potentially 
offering administrations for an abundance of reasons, 
counting diminished costs, apparently unbounded 
assets obtained in a compensation as-you-go way, 
versatility, simplicity of upkeep, and so forth. One of 
the key empowering influences of Cloud Computing 
is virtualization, since it can give the essential 
reflection that enables different free virtual 
frameworks to share the same pool of physical assets 
[1]. As of late, compartments have made progress as 
a lightweight virtualization arrangement that offers a 
plenty of advantages contrasted with Virtual 
Machines (VMs), the conventional hypervisor-based. 

In particular, holders bring about fundamentally 
less overhead than VMs, since they keep running as 
client space forms on best of the part, which they 
share with the host machine. Also, they give the 
capacity to encase application segments in 
lightweight units, improving their dissemination 
furthermore, organization. Subsequently, vast scale 
applications can be overseen in a robotized way. 

 

As their fame rises, compartments have been 
effectively utilized in different use cases, while 
advances around them appreciate dynamic 
improvement [2], [3]. Notwithstanding that, a low 
appropriation rate of compartment innovation has 
been seen by the Cloud Foundation [4] and numerous 
inquires about assign security worries as a deciding 
element [5]. In reality, compartments were not 
planned in light of security. Though giving seclusion 
to specific assets, for example, forms, document 
framework, organize, and so on and upholding 
standards to CPU, RAM and circle use, 
compartments are significantly more inclined to 
assaults analyzed to VMs because of the 
nonappearance of a hypervisor, which includes an 
additional layer of detachment between the 
applications and the host. Since holders and host 
share a similar part, traded off or on the other hand 
pernicious holders can all the more effectively escape 
out of their condition and permit assaults on the host 
piece. 

The best method to solidify the security of Linux 
compartments is to authorize Mandatory Access 
Control (MAC) at the portion level to avert undesired 
tasks both on the have and the holder side, utilizing 
apparatuses like AppArmor [6] or SELinux [7]. In 
any case, this is a lumbering procedure which 
requires learning of the attributes and prerequisites of 
the application running inside the holder and manual 
formation of the particular security principles to be 
connected. An ongoing endeavor to mechanize the 
extraction of MAC rules [8] works on a for every 
picture instead of a for every compartment occasion 
premise, leaving space for cross-holder assaults. 

 To conquer these constraints we show Docker-
sec,an open-source1, programmed and easy to use 
component for verifying Docker and for the most part 
OCI2 good holders. Docker-sec shields compartments 
from assaults against both the have and the 
compartment motor, limiting the holder get to to the 
assets that are really fundamental for the task of the 
incorporated application. Docker-sec uses AppArmor 
to uphold get to strategies to every basic segment of 
the Docker design by applying secure profiles to each 
of them. Compartment profiles are built dependent on 
(a) the static examination of the compartment 
execution parameters and (b) the dynamic checking 
of the compartment conduct amid runtime. All the 
more explicitly, Docker-sec offers clients the capacity 
to naturally create starting compartment profiles 
dependent on arrangement parameters gave amid 
compartment introduction (e.g., enabling just explicit 
envelopes and records to be mounted). On the off 
chance that a stricter security arrangement is required, 
Docker-sec can progressively improve the underlying 
profile with standards separated through the checking 
of constant holder execution amid a preproduction 
enough said. By excellence of its two systems, 
Dockersec can shield holders since their very creation 
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from zeroday vulnerabilities, causing just a negligible 
overhead on the application execution. 

  Our exhibition of Docker-sec will grandstand its 
capacity to I) consequently infer introductory access 
decides that limit holder capacities to the 
exceptionally fundamental ones for its task (by means 
of our static examination instrument) and ii) upgrade 
the underlying arrangement of decides with extra 
ones that better mirror the encased application 
activities (by means of our dynamic observing 
instrument). The two components will be shown for 
Docker compartments facilitated in a private 
Opestack IaaS group. The members will almost 
certainly communicate with Docker-sec through an 
improved Docker Web Management UI, browsing 
various diverse application compartments and 
mimicked assaults. 

II.  DOCKER-SEC STRUCTURE 

 

TDocker-sec is a holder assurance system 
dependent on Docker, the most prominent Linux 
holder usage,despite the fact that it can undoubtedly 
be connected to any holder withstanding the OCI 
standard. More or less, Docker utilizes a customer 
server design that comprises of the Docker customer 
and the Docker have (Figure 1). The Docker 
customer is the UI to Docker and communicates with 
the Docker have through the Docker Motor, a 
daemon in charge of building, running, and 
dispersing the compartments dwelling in the host 
machine. In request to deal with the holder's lifecycle, 
Docker Engine employments containerd a lightweight 
daemon that can deal with different simultaneous 
solicitations. Containerd, thus, depends on runC, a 
CLI apparatus, to deal with low-level compartment 
activities. RunC is normally executed by containerd-
shim, a procedure which is utilized to oversee 
headless compartments. 

The essential sandboxing mehcanism of Docker is 
Linux namespaces, which can virtualize and separate 
different parts of the framework. In any case, so as to 
give therequired usefulness, namespaces are normally 
fixing to assets of the host framework that can't be 
virtualized. For instance, in spite of the fact that 
mount namespace offers the compartment an alternate 
perspective on the document framework chain of 
importance, generally different basic record 
frameworks, (for example, cgroups and sysfs) are 
imparted to the host. Through them, a compartment 
can get to delicate data furthermore, settings. Thusly, 
we have to recognize the assets that Docker enables 
the compartment to get to, decide the ones that are 
touchy and secure them through Apparmor. It is 
additionally essential to watch the procedures through 
which these assets are doled out to compartments, in 
order to permit as it were genuine access to them. 

Docker-sec includes an extra security layer best of 
Docker's security defaults via naturally making 
percontainer AppArmor profiles. The framework is 
shielded from malevolent or undermined 
compartments that endeavor to take control of the 
host or the compartments running on it, since holders 
can't speak with different procedures through signs, 
ptrace or on the other hand D-Bus. Moreover, 
Docker-sec upgrades holder security through creating 
dynamic security profiles, given an application 
remaining burden. Along these lines the benefits of a 
compartment, (e.g., abilities, arrange get to, and so 
on.) are bound to the uncovered least that is required 

for the particular outstanding burden. Therefore, 
clients of Docker-sec can pick up the advantages of a 
MAC framework, without managing the 
unpredictability of looking after 
it.,

 

 

Fig. 1. Docker components protected with AppArmor in 
Docker-sec 

   Docker-sec makes secure AppArmor profiles 
for all Docker parts that expect security to render 
nature progressively secure. Above all else, Docker-
sec makes and implements AppArmor profiles on 
compartments, which fill in as a section purpose of an 
aggressor, since they run discretionary code and are 
open by clients of the virtualized applications. The 
objective is to build a different profile for each 
holder, putting each one of every a different security 
setting so as to limit the sharing of assets among 
holders. Second, Docker-sec makes AppArmor 
profiles to ensure runC, since it is the main process 
that can specifically communicate with holders by 
means of signs.In this manner, Docker-sec can ensure 
the whole procedure of propelling the compartment, 
i.e., from the minute that runC begins instating the 
compartment until it hands the control over to the 
process running inside it. At long last, Docker Engine 
is secured with a different AppArmor profile, since 
clients that can get to it have full command over 
holders, pictures, volumes and arrange. The segments 
of Docker that are naturally ensured by means of 
AppArmor profiles through Docker-sec are assigned 
with red secures Figure 1. 

Container Profile:  

 Container profiles are made utilizing rules 
separated from the design of every compartment and 
upgraded with principles dependent on the conduct of 
the contained application. With that in mind, Docker-
sec utilizes two instruments: (a) Static examination, 
which makes beginning profiles from static Docker 
execution parameters and (b) dynamic checking 
which improves them through observing the holder 
work process amid a client characterized testing 
period. 

The Static Analysis component gathers essential 
static data about the compartment and its gets to. This 
data, which is either given by the client as order line 
argumets or on the other hand created by Docker and 
acquired through Dockerspecific directions, is 
utilized to infer beginning security rules what's more, 
develop the proper profiles under which the new 
compartment will be propelled. All the more 
explicitly, when the client executes docker make or 
docker run, directions with which the Docker Engine 
builds the asked for con-tainers, Docker-sec gathers 
from the direction line contentions essential data, for 
example, the compartment volumes, i.e., the 
documents and envelopes of the host filesystem 
mapped to the compartment, just as the holder client, 
root or non-root, and the going with benefits. Besides, 
through docker data, the direction that shows 
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framework wide data with respect to the Docker 
establishment, Docker-sec acquires data like the ID of 
the holder, which is a SHA256 checksum, and the 
mount purpose of the holder's root record framework. 
By knowing this data, Docker-sec can implement 
runC to progress to a transitory AppArmor profile, 
which is intended for the introduction period of the 
particular compartment. After this stage closes and 
before giving the control over to the compartment 
process, runC changes to the AppArmor profile 
which will be utilized (and potentially improved by 
the Dynamic Monitoring instrument) amid the 
compartment's runtime. 

  Dynamic Monitoring enables the client to 
determine a preparation period for a particular 
compartment, amid which Docker-sec will gather 
information about the conduct of the compartment. 
Subsequent to starting the instructional course, the 
client uses the piece of the application she is keen on, 
making utilization of all the required application 
usefulness, with the goal that Docker-sec can decide 
the benefits (e.g., arrange get to, record framework 
get to, capacities) that are fundamental for the 
compartment to work legitimately. At the end of the 
preparation time frame Docker-sec examines the 
review log that records the authentic holder gets to 
and includes the relating guidelines to the 
compartments runtime profile, perhaps disposing of 
pointless benefits that were at first conceded to it by 
the runtime profile produced by the static 
investigation stage. The preparation procedure can be 
rehashed, if fundamental, until all the required 
usefulness is caught and engraved in the compartment 
profile. Obviously, amid the preparation of the 
compartment runtime profile, it is imperative that just 
approved what's more, believed clients approach the 
compartment and the holder application. Else, it is 
conceivable to record and concede get to to 
framework assets that are not required by the 
compartment, undermining framework security. It is 
important, that while one compartment is under 
preparing mode, whatever is left of the holders are 
still secured. 

 

Fig:2 Trainning Process for Container  Run time Profile 

To give the above usefulness, Docker-sec uses 
AppArmor's  

abilities for examining certain gets to that are 
required by a procedure. AppArmor can set a profile 
in either uphold mode, where all the profile rules are 
upheld and no infringement are permitted, or in a 
whine mode where infringement of the principles are 
recorded however took into consideration the 
execution of the comparing framework calls. 
Notwithstanding the abovementioned, it is 
conceivable, through fitting principles, to blend these 
two modes, giving more noteworthy adaptability. 
Container implement mode, we can screen and log 
the arrangement of gets to represented by the 
standard, while the remaining tenets of the profile 

keep on being upheld securing the framework. 
Thusly, by using this ability, we can screen the 
holder's entrance to explicit assets 

Run C Profile:  

Since runC directly interacts with container processes 
through commands like docker run, docker exec or 
docker stats, we have opted for a separate AppArmor 
profile for it. The runC profile contains the 
appropriate rules, one per container, that allow runC 
to set each container’s root mount point through the 
pivot_root system call and assign it a separate 
temporary profile. This temporary profile, used 
during the initialization of the specific container, 
protects the container until its transition (via 
aa_change_profile or aa_change_onexec functions) to 
the final container profile, used during the container 
runtime as described earlier. 

    Therefore, Docker-sec secures the entire holder 
lifecycle,beginning from the runC profile, proceeding 
with the brief profile, amid holder introduction, and 
winding up with the last holder profile, utilized amid 
application runtime. Subsequently, access to the 
compartments by means of signs or ptrace is enabled 
just to the authentic procceses of the host, and in 
particular, compartments can't access or control have 
forms by means of these instruments, limiting the 
assault surface  

furthermore, shielding from an assortment of 
assaults (e.g., CVE-2016- 9962). 

Docker Daemon Profile:  

 To secure the Docker Daemon, Docker-sec 
embraces a changed variant of the AppArmor profile, 
accessible from the Docker github store, which limits 
get to solely to the assets and devices/doubles (for 
example ps, feline, ls, and so forth.) that the Docker 
Engine requires for its task 

 

III. PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

 

 

Fig:3 Performance Overhead of Docker sec 

We presently assess the execution overhead 
presented by Docker-sec amid the starting of a holder 
and the execution of the contained application 
because of the requirement of the AppArmor profile. 
Our assessment unfurls in two tomahawks. 

To begin with, using pressure ng3, a well known 
benchmarking instrument utilized to push a PC 
framework, we execute diverse remaining tasks at 
hand furthermore, analyze execution times, utilizing a 
Ubuntu picture drawn from its official Docker Hub 
registry4. We think about two kinds of Docker 
holders: One that is verified with Docker-sec (alluded 
to as "empowered") and one that keeps running with 
no security profile empowered (alluded to as 
"impaired"). The chose outstanding tasks at hand are 
I) prime, which figures prime numbers, ii) fft, which 
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executes the Fast Fourier Transformation, iii) stress 
IO, which executes consecutive and arbitrary access 
peruses/composes, iv) rwd, which peruses, composes 
and erases documents and v) attachment, which 
persistently opens and closes attachments. Second, 
we measure the time required for the holder's 
bootstrap, utilizing 5 diverse Docker pictures got 
from authority archives on Docker Hub. The decision 
of the particular pictures has been directed by their 
bootstraping time: We picked pictures with little 
introduction time as our most dire outcome 
imaginable, in order to look at the most extreme 
posssible relative overhead presented by our 
components. 

Our assessment shows that using Docker-sec 
presents a negligible overhead both amid the holder's 
lifetime (Figure 3, left) and amid the holder's 
bootstrapping (Figure 3, right). In particular, in the 
previous case, the watched overhead does not surpass 
3.5%. For CPU-bound applications (e.g., prime, fft) 
the watched overhead is minor, while benchmarks 
that pressure record framework assets (i.e., stress I/O 
what's more, rwd) present somewhat expanded 
overhead that does not outperform 1%. Curiously, the 
most noteworthy overhead is estimated for the 
attachment benchmark. This conduct is ascribed to 
the reality that the implementation of AppArmor 
leads in attachment creation/pulverization takes 
additional time than in every other case. At last, when 
estimating the postponement presented in 
compartment bootstrapping for diverse Docker 
pictures, we see that Docker-sec presents a generally 
steady overhead (between 2 – 4%) paying little 
respect to the picture type 

IV. DEMONSTRATION DESCRIPTION 

 
Docker-sec actualizes an order line interface like 

Docker, annexing the addition - sec, to the current 
docker directions. Our mechanized framework 
depends on AppArmor what's more, a wrapper utility 
written in slam, which is mindful for making 
AppArmor profiles customized to explicit 
compartment occasions and for communicating with 
Docker Engine to perform the essential activities so 
as to uphold them. 

The participants will communicate with Docker-
sec through a complete, online GUI. The fundamental 
cooperation measurements involve holder creation, 
new AppArmor profile creation for a given 
compartment picture, executing surely understood 
adventures and preparing self-assertive holder 
pictures with various remaining tasks at hand. 

 Our show covers two use cases. In the principal 
situation, the participants will almost certainly check 
Docker-sec's productivity through building an 
improved security profile custom fitted to a particular 
compartment case and endeavoring to misuse it. In 
the second situation, the participants will most likely 
make a new security profile utilizing a subjective 
compartment running any given remaining task at 
hand. All the more unequivocally: 

Exploring Containers: In the main use case, the 
client will be ready to begin another WordPress 
holder utilizing the Docker-sec CLI. The 
compartment will be propelled utilizing the profile 
made through the static examination system. In the 
wake of introducing the holder, the client will 
characterize a checking period and use the 
compartment through the WordPress UI. Amid this 

period, she will see how the profile is being changed 
through the dynamic observing instrument, which 
reviews explicit framework assets, while ensuring 
whatever is left of the framework, since the static 
profile is as yet being authorized. At the point when 
the preparation stage finishes we will contrast the 
static profile and the dynamic one to decide the 
definite benefits required by the explicit application 
and to see how Docker-sec confines holder get to. 

Next, the participants will probably assault the 
host framework through an undermined holder and 
think about the impacts of the assaults when the 
compartment utilizes (a) no profile (i.e., absolutely 
unprotected compartment), (b) a vanilla AppArmor 
profile, (c) the profile made through the static 
examination period of Docker-sec, and (d) the profile 
made by both the static and the dynamic instruments 
of Docker-sec. In this progression, after accessing a 
shell inside the holder, the clients will have the 
capacity to "act vindictively" through the execution 
of different recreated assaults, such as adjusting the 
SSH daemon, introducing new utilities inside the 
compartment or abusing a powerlessness of the 
compartment motor (e.g., CVE-2016-9962). 

Developing new  profiles: In the second use case, 
the participants will be allowed the chance to run 
Docker-sec for an assortment of Docker pictures and 
encased remaining tasks at hand. They will be then 
ready to think about the profiles created for holders of 
indistinguishable pictures however extraordinary 
remaining tasks at hand executing inside them. 
Through this procedure they will most likely find the 
diverse arrangement of benefits required for every 
compartment and how Docker-sec adjusts to them. 
With that in mind, different benchmarks will be 
accessible, including overwhelming application 
stacks or focusing of explicit parts of a PC 
framework, similar to CPU and I/O. Also, because of 
the assortment of benchmarks, clients can experience 
direct the overhead forced by Docker-sec 
furthermore, AppArmor for different application 
types and evaluate its execution both, all things 
considered, and outrageous case situations 

V. CONCLUSION 

With the help of Docker-sec more security is 
provided for container with automation. 
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